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COMPARISON OF TECHNIQUES PtR CALIBRATION OF GYPSUI4 AN]) 
FIBERGLAS ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE UNITS OR SCIL MOISTURE 

MEASUREMENT 

INTRO DUCT ION 

Increasing demrtds for avatiRbie water for trriga- 

tion have arisen because of expanßion of irrigated acreage 

In both the arid and humid areas of the United States. 
To keep abreast of the over.exDaiding demand it becomes 

increasingly necessary to use the available water tri the 
most efficient way possible. Efficient and economical 

irrigation requires a 3iowledge of when to irrigate and 

how much water to apply. At present, on a large prom 

portion of the irrigated acreage, irrigation la practiced 
without suitable meats for obtaining this knowledge. 

This leads to the possibility of over-irrigating or 

under-irrigating, either of which may result in reduced 

production and higher irrigation costa as well as un- 

desirable chemical, physical, and biologIcal reactions 
In the soil. Better guidance to economical and intel- 
ligent irrigation is therefore needed. 

Accurate measurements of soil moisture are essential 
for determination of Irrigation requirements and soil 
moisture reserves. Soil moisture records aid In the 

evaluation of plant-soil-water relations governing the 

growth and yield of economic crops. The need for this 
information has led to the development of a number of 
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methods for soil niotature measurement. Among these are 
several which measure soll moisture "in situ". These 

methods make it possible to obtath frequent measurements 
of the soU moIsture statue at esserìt11iv s point in 

the soil and obviate the difficulties inherent in direct 

sampling: the immense expenditure of labor, the varia- 

tions in soil Bamplea, and the impossibility of taking s 

sample without destroying the sampling point. 
The electrical method of measuring the resistance 

to a current passing between two electrodes buried in s 

soil is one of the methods that has been developed arid 

is used with various modifications. One of the first 
and most widely used methods was to cast the electrodes 
in a porous medium which was then called an electrical 

resistance block. AlthougLl there are several types of 

electrical resistance blocks on the market, their reh- 
ability is still questioned. At present the electrical 

resIstance method of measuring soil moisture is a semi- 

quantitat ive method. 

Some of' the problems needing investigation to im- 

prove the quantitative aspects of electrical resistance 

methods are (1) the proper choice of porous materials, 
(2) the geometric design of the block and electrodes, 

and (3) the methods of calibration. Correlation of 

electrical resistance of the blocks with soil moisture 
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content or soll nisture tension h58 been determined by 

various calibration methods, none of which have been 

accepted as entirely satisfactory. 
The general objective of this study is to obtain 

information for evaluating various methods of oalibration 
of selected blocks, 
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REVIEU OF THE LITERATURE 

Development of Electrical Soil Moisture Measuring 
Instrumenta 

The procedure involved in the electrical resistance 

method of measuring 8011 moisture is that of measuring 

the electrical resistance between two electrodes embedded 

In a porous medium buried in the soil. The measured re- 

sistance is a function of the moisture content of the 

medium surrounding the electrodes, which in turn is a 

function of the soil moisture tension, The medium, in 

which the electrodes are embedded, may consist of such 

materials as gypsum (plaster-of-paris), fiberglas, or 

nylon. The electrodes being embedded in the porous 

material, making a single unit commonly known as a block, 

provide bettor contact with the surrounding soil when 

burled than do bare electrodes in the soil. Vhi1e the 

common unit is a rectangular gypsum block with parallel 
electrode, various modifications and combinations of these 

blocks exlst, for example, cylindrical blocks with con- 

centric electrodes, rectangular gypsum-fiberglas blocks 

with rectangular electrodes, and rectangular nylon-gypsum 

blocks with rectangular electrodes. 

Bouyoucos and blick (10, pp. 455-465) were the first 

to propose the rectangular gypsum block. Bouyouoos (16, 
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p. 449) 17, p. 135) later suggested improvements and 

ndifications to increase the durability and sensitivity 

of his original unit. Gypsum blocks similar to the 

Bouyoucos pattern but different in material and pre- 

paration were made by Aitchison et .1 (5, pp. 72-73). 

These were reported to be more sensItive than the 

Bouyoucos and Mick blocks, over a wider ranre of soil 

mo I s tu re. 
Since some electrical flow takes place outside the 

rectangular gypsum blocks with parallel electrode and 

this outside flow is affected by soil texture and salts, 
Slater (42, p. 285) presented a modified concentric 

electrode resistance unit for soil moisture measurement. 

A similar type of gypsum unit was used by Pereira (37, 

p. 213) for deep soils in Africa. The concentric 

electrode, with a slight difference in the geometry of 

the electrode system, was used by Croney et al (26, 

p. 86, 91) who felt that in designing accurate soil 

moisture measuring instruments the type of electrode 

system is of secondary importance to that of the absor- 

bent used. Bouyoucos (18, p. 340) also inserted a new 

type of electrode into his rectangular gypsum block to 

lessen external conductance. All the above workers en- 

countered difficulties In the construction of concentric 



electrode Systern8 due to shapes, spacing, snd srrangement 

or the electrodes. 

A new soll moisture absorbing unit nd soll moisture 

resistance meter was Introduced by Colman in 1946 (23, 

o. 85) 24, pr. j-2f)). Colm*n etates that his fiberglas 

unit has its greatest notentialities in studies of 

hydrologic and forestry problems because of its rapid 

response to changes of soil moisture near saturation. 
Bouyoucos (13, p. 327) devised nylon and fiberglas 

electrical resistance blocks; of these, the nylon block 

gave superior performance and smoother calibration curves 

than the fiberglas. 

Youker arid IDreibelbia (51, p. 448) constructed a 

rectangular fiberglas-gypsum block, patterned somewhat 

after the design of Bouyoucos and Mick, that is useful 

over the aoil moisture range from saturation to the 

wilting point. The gypsum serves as a buffer and assures 

contact with the soil while the resistance responses of 

the fiberglas are auch as to furnish reliable data in the 

wet range which the gpsum alone does not give. 

A combination of several gypsum units into a 

cylindrical stake unit that can be inserted into the soil 

to a deoth of two feet in one operation was introduced by 

Abd-E1-Samie and Marsh (2, p. 404). 
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Fctors Affectir Soil Moisture Measuremeì ts by- 

Eleotrical 1esistnce Methods 

There are many factors that influence the vari9bi- 

lity and behavior of soil moisture moasuring instrwrnnts 

(34, p. 781) 47, pp. 1-5). Slater' nd Bryant (43, pp. l46 

147) noted that differeroes in soil, Instrument responee, 

end variabtilty among instruments themselves wore Ln- 

portant factors. The merits of esoh instruìnont depended 

on the sensitivity of the individu*l units at vrioua 

soil moisture tensions. In detailed corn?ariscns of the 

nrformance of gyPsum and fiberglas units for soil 
moisture detrmintions, .Albareda et l (6, p. 579- 

6'73) found for soil moisture tensions less than 0.3 

atmospheres that the fiberglas units were the most sen- 

sitive. However, the electrical resistance measurements 

with all the blocks tested became less accurate os the 

sand and organic matter contents of the soil increased. 

Fiberglas, nylon, rectangular gypsum, and fîbergias- 

gypsum blocks were tested by Palpant and Lull (36, p. 12). 

The electricai resistance of fiberglas blocks was found 

to respond to rolativlr small changes in moisture con- 

tent throughout the range of available moisture, oreas 

that of the rectangular gypsum block was not respo5tve 
in the wet range. They believe that with the exception 

of this insensitivity of the rectangular gypsum unit 



there 13 little re2SOrl to aay that one type of unit is 

more sen3itive than another: 'within their limîtt1ons, 

¡1l...w1t respond similarly to changea in 3011 

moisture." (36, p. 14). 

Croney et al (26, p. 1) reported that their con 

centric electrode units were insensitive 1ro O to 0.3 

atmospheres of tension and at 10 atmospheres the re- 

sistance became too large to measure. Tanner and flanks 

(46, pp. 49-50) demonstrated with gypsum blocks that an 

appreciable resistance-hysteresis may occur: for instance, 

block resistance of 8,200, 23,000 and 8,00O ohms nay 

correspond, respectively, to tensions of 1.16 to 2.5, 

2.46 to 2.&, and 4.7 to 7.4 atiospheres. Bouyoucos and 

Mick (12, p. 539) maintain that the rectan . guiar gypsum 

block shows the least hysteresis between drying cycles. 

Perieria (37, p. 218) noted that hysteresis effects ,ere 

encountered with hi concentrie peum blocks unless 

each wetting and drying cycle began at saturation. 

The electrical resistance cf a medium is a function 

of the temperature o the medium; therefore, all moisture 

measuring units using the electrical reî8tance principle 

aro temperature sensitive. CoxS1dret1on was given b 

Aitchison (3, pp. 41e-426) to the couracy of mealurement 

of soil temperature, and to temoereture corrections to be 



applied to the rectangular gypsum blocks. An alinement 

chart was designed by Bethlahmy (8, p. 379) to adjust 

resistance of fiberglas blocks to a temperature of 

600 F in one time-saving operation. 

Electrical resistance also depends upon the salt 
concentration in the block and in the soil. Gypsum is 

used to diminish the effect cf salts in the Boil; how- 

ever, limitations must be placed on the use of the units 

in salino soils. Soil salinity causes an appreciable 
shift in the relation between electrical resistance of 
the unit and soil moisture content or the soil. There 

was a very significant drop in the resistance of fiber- 
glas units when Ewart and Baver (30, p. 58-60) increased 
the salinity level of the soil from 0% to 0.1%. However, 

their results indicated that resistance values of gypsum 

blocks are sufficiently reliable for use in moderately 

saline regions but will show a lag in resistance in soue 

on which all crop growth is re8tl'ioted by higher 

salinities. Vjeaver and Jamison (48, no. 603.-605) reported 
that the resistance of fiberglas units is little affected 

by salts in the wet range near saturation but the effect 

becomes greater as the tension increases. Bouyoucos 

(14, pp. 509-511) reported that for practical purposes, 
from wilting percentage to field capacity, the electrical 
resistance measurements of gypsum blocks Is believed to be 
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reaorìbly accurate in sells which heve receved 
fertilizer spplicatioris of lOOO2OOO lbs of' a 10-10-10 

(N.-P205.'.K20) fottil5zer rn5.ture ptr cre. 

V.riaticn ir resistance between Individual blocks 

arises from difficulties in mnufa*oturltig. Croney- et al 
(26, p. 91) ørnphasizod the irportsnce öf producing instru» 

iner.ts of un5fcrm chvracter.stes bec&u&e very sia1l dif- 
ferences ft miln arid c'ring of gypsum units have an im- 

portant influence on the moisture tension-resistance 
relationship of the unIt. Cwnniings and ChMndler (27, p. 84) 

found 25 to 50 percent vr1ations in resistance readings 

of individtal. rocttnu1r gypsum blocks under cornparble 

conditions in water, and at higher tensions as much as 100 

percent vaition. Fiberplas units (i2, p. 420) did not 

shift in their relation between soil moisture and resis- 
tance after 1t months exposure and si drying cycles. To 

prevent any shifting in calibration of' new gypsum blocks, 

due to alternate wetting arid drying which alters the pore 

size distribution of the units, Bouyoucoa (18, pp. 341- 

42) suggested that new gypsum blocks be put through a 

process of drying and wetting to attain maximum curing. 

Resistance units with parallel electrode geometry 

are affected by electrical current conductance outside the 

block. This was demonstrated to be of considerable 
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iwnitude on tho b1oc resisttce reathgs as obtsIne by 

mea3ured differences In water, sol]. and sir (27, pp. 81- 

34). Those effect$ are eliminated by the concentric 

electrode systertl8. 

Soil differences which affect block behavior can be 

mini!iiizod f the resistance is expressed as a function 

of tension or free onory of the soil moisture: the re- 

slstance of any typo of electrical resistance unit, in a 

soil of ne].igble salinity, is believed to be a measure 

of the free energy of the water (23 , p. 279) 29, p. 112). 

This free erergy is a function cf the tightness with which 

the water io hold in tho soil maso. 

Cuiimiinrs and Chandler (27, p. 85) demonstrated the 

ossibility of expressing the resistance va1es of gypsum 

blocks in terms of soil moisture tonin. The electr4»cal 

resistance niolaturo-tenston relationsh.p should be con- 

stant for any given trpe of electrical soil moisture 

measuring instrument, because any tyoe of unIt will hold 

its water with the sse tIghtness with which the water is 

held in the soli mess. Differences that are encountered 

can be traced to dIfferences in sait concentrations of 

the soil or to the disturbance of the soil structure 

(25, rp. 429-433). 
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Calibration of Electrical Resistance Soil Moisture 
Meaeurin,g _Instruménta 

The electrical resistance-soil moisture percentage 

or soil moisture tension relationship must be determined 

for each individus? unit. Slater and Brysrt (43, p. 147) 

stated, "reliance car be placed on an instrument to 

indicate correct moisture level only if it is first 
individually calibrated." Block calibrations can be con- 

sidered in two categories, namely, laboratory procedures 

and fIeld techniques. 

Laboratory Procedures: Bouyouoos and Mick (11, pp. 224- 

225) proposed a shallow pan method for deterrrtnin the 
soil moistçre-resistarice relationship. In this method, 

blocks are placed in a pan (1 x 2 z 2 inches), filled 
with 50 grams of soil and ssturitod with water. Resistance 

readings and weighings are made at varying intervals 
throughout the drying cycie. Kelley (33, p. 433) found 

this method to be unsatisfactory. Anderson and 

Edlofsen (7, p. 416) substantIated 1elley's conclualon 

with the reascn that there Is a la or response to 

moisture chances in the vicin't of the wilting point 

by the Bouyoucoa calibration method. Kelley (33, 

pp. 433-434) proposed a rapId method for calibrating 
various units. In this method (50, p. 23) a block is 
placed in e wire basket (1 1/2 2 3/8 z 3 1/2 inches), 
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mied with soil srid ssturRted with wster. The ccitents 

of the basket are allowed to partially dry in sir, and 

then the basket is placed in an eqilibriu chamber be 

tore reading and weighing. Several points are obtained 

st successive stases of dryness. 

Calibration curves were obtained by Hatse and elley 

(31, pp. 413-414) for gypsurn blocks b y use of the prea 

sure nenthrsne extractior apparatus. Tanner et ai (45, 

p. 63) modified the Halse arid Kelley calibration method 

by piacin the gypsum units on a rubber da in tb.e 

pressure rnerhrane apparatus to prevent any influence of 

external conductance. Altobison and Butler (ii, p. 256) 

could not iriterprot the aiee and Kelley nethcd 5r terms 

of the chaxacteritics of gypsum blocks enbedded in a 

soil nass. Aitchison, et al (5, p. 66) matched gpaun 

bicoks in a pressure merxbrsne extraction apparatus 

embedded in 5 kg. of soil. ThIs required long periods 

of tIie for un Its to coxie to aqu1ibrtui with the applied 

tens Icri. 

The calibration procedures previously discussed 

require disturbed samples cf soli. Herdrlx and Colman 

(32, p. 421) found these methods were unsatIsfactory be- 

cause field bulk density ard structure could not he 

eiactly reproduced In the laboratory. Thoy reconrierded 

laboratory calIbration of unta be made in cores of un 
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disturbed soil obtsinec' in the field. Although this 

cslthrstiori technique was tried by Youker and 

Dretbelbis (51, p. 446), field calibratnz were found 

t.; be superior. 

Abd El-Smie (1, pp. 21.ii.22) calibrated gypsum blocki 

'by p1aciri the units in nietel cans which were se*led 

after fi1lin, with soll which contatred varying amounts 

of moisture. After the restance readings had beccme 

ccnstant a soil moisture sample was obtained. 

Difficulties were encountered with eondensatiori and uni 

form moisture contents within the cans, 

A proceöure i described by Beth1any (9, p. 699 

706) in whioh laboratory calibration curvos are first 

determined for fiberglas blocks. This gives the general 

shape and elope of curve for the units. The cirves are 

then altered to fit a particular soil by laterally 

shifting the lirio of regression along the soil moisture 

sri amount determined b a few fIeld samplings. The 

alteration accounts for soli and plant differences, 

Clcss (22, pp. 335-338) introduced a repd procedure 

for calibrating gypsum blocks by determining the freezing 

point depression of the water held in ttìe medlurî of the 

unite. In this method thermocouples are embedded in 

gypsum blocks which are then saturated with water and 
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placed in a refr1gertor. Readtns o teoerttre nd 

realstsrìce are taken at thterv1s until the freezing 

point depression ha been determinod. 

Field Ca1ibrtious: The Western Soll Researoh Conrnittee 

(49, pp. 1-3) reported tt gypsum block calibrotione per-' 

Í'orued in the field :;th growing plants give better re- 

suits than 'Ithout p1ant and 1Bboratry' oa1ihratine 

2r0 satisfactory with 20 kg. or aore of soIl th rowtng 

plants. This olibratIon procedura .s n outgrowth of 

a study conducted by Anderson and Edlefsen (7, p. 425). 

A steep 8011 moisture gradient is developed 9nd atntatned 

In the bQundary layer surrounding the block where plants 

are groWing. 

Canson (CO, pD. 31-39) 21, pp. 34-42) dId not find 

laboratory calibrations aufficlently accurate to supplant 

field oalibÑttor of fiberglas units. He reported that 

tie f1ure of the 1sbrìtory and field cslibratton 

carves to ooinc de wss owing t. discrenancies in leoching 

cf salts, hysteresis, moisture gradient, and sv-elltng of 

the soil. Therefore, field ca1ibrrtIon by soil sw'npling 

were reconirnended because of the inherent errors in 

laboratory calibrations. 

!one of the sbove ca1ibrntie roceures for 

electrIcal resistance blocks arc reltablo enough to be 

accepted as s standard method for determining the soil 



rnol.eture percentoge or the soil moisture-tension. There 

Is mueh to be desired, for improvement certainly cen be 

made in several of these nethods. W.th thts in mind, 

the foilcwin sçecfio objectives were chosen. 
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SP!CIFIC JEC'1'TVFS 

The first objective of thIs study was to ev1uate 
selected methods for the ca1ibrat1or of the blooka shown 

in figures 1. and 2. Figure 1 is a photograph showing 

the units of intere8t with a part of each Uflit broken 

away to ejpose the internal design. Figure 2 is a 

diagrammatical sketch of the units, dravn to scale. 
Unit 1. in the figures represents a rectangular gypsum 

bìook with parallel electrode of the same general design 

se the original Bouyoucos block and the most COfltrfløfl!y 

used of the electrical resistance soil moisture measuring 

blocks. 

Unit 2 represents the 12-inch unit in the Rayturn 

multiple unit gypsum stakel shown in figure 3, which Is 
to be described later in detail. These stakes are being 

extensively used by the Soils Department of Oregon Stato 
College for field research. The 12-Inch unit was chosen 

for this study since there is moro information available 
from field experiments on the calibration of this unit 
than on any other unit in the stake. In field studies 
comparisons have been made between the 12-inch unit and 

the units for the other three depths. The 12-inch unit 

as well as the units for other depths has a largo tapering 

L Mnufaotured by Rayturn ?achine Corp., ortiand, Oregon. 
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cylindrical shape and praliol, circular electrodes. 

tkitt 4 is similar to unit 2 but has two screens that 

aerve as concentric electrodes. This unit2 is being pro 

duced commercially at present. The concentric electrode 

srranement confines more of the electrcal flow within 

the block au emnhaatzed in te literature review. 

All gypsum blocks used in this study rere construct 

od using a micture of etht parts water to soven parts 

hydrocal white, which is a neutral hase gypsum. 

Colman fiberglas blocks3 arc represented by unit 3 

ir ft . urea 1. and 2. These blocks eontan no buffering 

medium such as gypsum and are snaiicr than the other 

units. The electrodes are two flat, parallel, mond 

metal screens separated by two tIiiokessos of fiberlaa 

cloth, The electrodes are enclosed in a metal case and 

separater fron the case by fiberglas cloth. This unit is 

aleo produced commercially and is in comrion use. 

The second specific objectIve dealt with the in- 

fluonce of different Soli environments on the calibration 

of the blocks described above. Cari a $ingle calibration 

curve be used for several soils was the question on which 

informaticn was desIred. 

2. Manufactured by Rayturn Msohlno Corp., Portland, Orogone 
3. tanufactured by i3ecktnarì Instruments, Inc., Berkeley 

Diyision, Richmond, California. 
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FIgure 1. SoIl moisture measuring units 
used in this study. 
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The third snd last objective involved s study of the 

vMribi1tty encountered in the use of the gypsum stake 

shown tri figure 3 in place in the soil. The stake is 

composed of moisture measuring units at 6, 12, 18 and 24- 

inch distances fron the top of the stake. The measuring 

units are the satie as unit 2 in figures 1 and 2 except 

that they vary somewhat in size due to the amount of gyp- 

sum encompassing the unit. The stake tapers from two 

inches in diameter at the top to one and one-eighth 

inches at the bottoni. The electrical resistance measuring 

units are separated from each other by gypsum spacers arid 

plastic insulators. The stake is similar to the one de- 

scribed by Abd E1-Samie and Marsh (2, ppa 404-406). 

These stakes were new on the market when this study 

was initiated and it was necessary to laiow the behavior 

of these stakes in the field. A measure of the vari- 

ability among stakes and among units within the stake was 

desired in order to predict the number of stakes necessary 

to estimate the soil moisture tension within a given 

percentage. 



Figure 3. A view of gypsum stake in place 
in the soil. (Courtesy of Marvin Shearer) 
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EXPERflWTAL AND STATISTICAL PRCCEDURES 

Inforn*tton ori the above objectives ws obtained 

trough greenhouse, field, and laboratory techniques. 

For caiibrstion and ooLapariaon oi the unite in rigures i 

nd 2 in tio dirVerent typ83 Of Q11, ì greexthoue study 

w2 oonduQted in tLie winter and spring oi' A 

1*boratory procedure Lor o1ibrMtng eieotrosi re8itanco- 

aoii nioi2ture £AeSUX'1flg unies wtia died witii the same 

soils used in tìe gruenhuse uJy. A field eperinnt 

for obtaining inforrnstion on tkie behavior of gypsuxn stakes 

was carried out and conp1eted in the suLniner of U54. 

Greenhouse Cilibration and Comparison of Selected Blocks 

Each ,f th fo'ir tves of ntts shown in fi're$ i 

nd 2 were calthrate under reonhauee conditions by the 

follo'dng rroce'ure. No units of each oRrttc!lar type 

were located near the center of a lOii4nch c1q- pot which 

wrs filled with one of four soils. Poux tyes of units 

and four soils vere ftotortaliy coibthed in one of three 

replications. There wes, therefore, a total of 46 nota. 

The four soils used in this study were (i) a Wewberg 

sandy loam, O to 12-inch depth, (2) a ie'berg sandy loam, 

12- to 24-Inch depth, (3) a Chohalls olsy loam O- to 12- 

Inch depth, and (4) a Caenaila clay loaxii, 12- to 24-inch 

depth. Soil moisture-tension reioti3rlshIps for these 
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1.1$ were cbtthe by determining the equIlibrium ro1sture 

content or dllsturbec3 strip1os at teniorì of 0.3, 1, 2, 5, 

10, and 15 atmcsphere5. Mci&ture eqt.tv1erit was deter 

as an approximatori of field capacity uaing the 

at&ridrd Br s-Mctre rrtethod (19, pp. 1-23), nd wt as- 

eumed to represent O.3 atmosphere tension as suggested 

by RicIard ard Weaver (40, p. 221). The porous plate 

appIatL1B (3e, pp. 105-110) was used foz doterininntlon at 

i atmoßphere and the pressure mexnbran apparutus was 

employed for the greater tensions (38, pp. 377-386). 

Soil riotature cnterìt was detormtned by oven drying the 

sample at 1050 t for 24 hours. Results are ezpresed 

ts mosture percentage cn a dry weight-bnsi. The soil 

nicisture-tension relationshIps for these oi1s are shoi 

In the Appendic, Ligure 15. 

Alta fescue was grown ini the pots to cause n vara- 

tion in sell ìiioìsture tension with time. The resistance 

et individual units was read with a C irnan meter4 st 

regular liitervals of tùno during each of three drying 

cycles. At the tte reslatamco readings were made dup- 

ueste soil moisture sop1es were taken at p redetermined 

locations with each pot to a depth of 7 inches, using a 

4. ManufRetured by Beckman Instruments, Inc., Berkeley 
])ivision, Richmond, California. 
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5/8-inch diameter tubular 8i1 core sanp1er; the top 3 

inches of the core wss discarded. 3i1 moteture was 

determined by weighing, oven-dryth, and rewe1ghin. The 

resulting !1o1eB were plug ' )ed with. corks for the remtndor 

of the drying cycle. At the end of the drying cycles, 

these holes were backfilled with soll from the saio bulk 

sample originally used to fill the pot. The pots were 

then irrigated and allowed to dry down so that the soil 

in the backfilled holes had a chance to como to equilibrium 

with the surrounding soil. After this drying period, the 

next sampling and reading cycle was startàd. 

Soi]. temperature measurements were also made with 

thermistors included in some of the £iborg.is blocks and 

block resistance readings were later corrected to the 

equivalent resistance value at 600 F, following cor- 

rections as determined by the Bouyoucos Sot]. Teniperature 

Moisture Slide Rule (41, p. l3). 
The procodure used in analyzing the data is disCus- 

sed later. 

ZmborstoryÇlibrat ion 

A laboratory calibration method was studied which 

utilized the principle involved in the pressure membrane 

(33, pp. 377-386) and the pressure cooker apparatus (39, 

pp. lO5ll0). Blocks surrounded by soli are placed in a 
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pressure chsmber' constructed 80 that a portion of the 

chamber is porous to 11ovr mcveierit of rncisture but not 

er through the wall of the chrnber. The soU ard blocks 

are saturated and a certain air pressure ao)iied wIthin 

the chamber. When equtlibrturn conditions ro reached, 

that is, when movement or moisture ceases, resistance 

readings of the blocks are comoared with the sci]. 

moisture content. 

For tensions between 2 and 15 atmosrheres, a pressure 

teli was uee which is six inches in diameter and four 

inches in height. The flat top and bottom is sealed to 

the cylindrical wall by the use of "O" rIngs and bolts. 

A fine stainless steel screen was soldered to the inside 

cf the cell wall and bottom. Boles were placed in the 

wall behind the screen to facilitate the removal of 

water. A cellophane membrane is fitted aganst the screen. 

This arrangement gives ccntsct between the soil and 

merbrane slonp the walls of the cell as well as the bottom 

thereby increasing the rate of water removal from the soil. 

Consequently, when a pressure is applied withIn the cell 

the time for eaui1ihriw 18 1eszened, 

The wire leads of the blocks are attached to in 

sulated electrical fittings in the lid of the pressure 

cell. A plastic sealing compound5 was 1cied around the 

5. "D'ucseal" ìanufscttired b .Johns.'ianr1le. 
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bQrc olectrlcal ooìinectîona te prevent corìden3ation of 

water vapor. The ceI1 was filleci aoil to n depth of 

about three inches, after whIch the blocks were Intal1ed 

In the oenter cf the soli mass. The sci1 and blocks were 

then saturated wIth water. The oeil was closed and the 

desired pressure applIed and hold ccnstsnt until 

equilibrium had been established. 

Resistance readings of the blocks were taken at 

regular Intervals and when the block resistances became 

constant and the moisture extraction had ceased, 

equilibrium conditIons were believed to have been reached. 

At the end or each equilibrium period, eoil moIsture 

samples were taken and the tnctstur percent3es converted 

to tension by the soil moisture-tension curves discussed 

earlier to compare with the resistance cf the unit at 

equilibrium. 

In the lower procure range of 0.1 - 1.0 atmospheres 

the porous plate op&ratus (39, pp. 105-110) was modi- 

fled to permit electrical contact with the block loads 

through insulated fittings in the cooker wall. All 

connections were made air tight with rubber stoppers and 

r?Duxseain. Tue procedure for obtainIng data wris sImilar 

to the procedÀre followed with the pres3ure coil. 



Variability and Field Calibration of Gypsum Stakes 

Behavior of gypsum stakes (figure 3) under field 

conditions was observed by the following experimental 

procedures. The stakes were installed in sweet orn rows, 

at tasseling stage, in a Chehalis clay loam soil near 

Corvallis, Oregon. The stakes were installed ífl a 7 foot 

grid in a 35 z 35 foot area within the corn. ctl 

moisture measurements and readings of electrical reals- 

tance with the Rayturn 'Irrigage" meter6 were made at six 

different timos during the latter part of August and early 

September, 1954, Moisture in the soil was determined by 

sampling with a soll core sampling tube and oven drying 

in the same manner as in the greenhouse study. The 

sampling site for each tinte was chosen at random from 

three sites on each side of the row and a distance of 

four inches from the particular gypsum stake. Soil 

moisture sttnples were obtained at depths of 3-9, 9-15, 

15-21, and 21-27 inches to correspond to electrical 

resistance unit readings at 6-, 12-, 18-, and 24-inch 

depths, respectively. 

Disturbed soil saip1es from four depths at each of 

six different locations in the plot were obtained for 

6. Manufactured by Rayturn Machine Corp., Portland, 
Oregon. 
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determination of soil moisture-tension relationships. 

The observed relationships are summarized in fIgure 16 of 

the Appendix. 

Statistical Analysis of Calibration Data 

In order to preosre the data for statistical 
analysis, a mathematical equation was calculated relating 
soil moisture tension and resistance for each soil and 

unit. The following example from the greenhouse study 

illustrates how these relationablos were obtained, 

Block resistance readings and the corresponding soil 

moisture percentages were plotted on semilog graph paper 

as illustrated In figure 4. It can be noted In this 

graph that a linear relationship exists between 14 and 

21 percent moisture. In the procedure followed, only 

this interval is used since it represents the sensitive 

range of the block and difficulty was encountered when 

the entire range was used. Consequently, the data from 

the insensitive portion of the moisture percentage- 

resistance curve, e.g. from 21-20 percent moisture, were 

not used. Linear regression analysis (44, pp. lO3l37) 

was used to determine the equation for the best fitting 

regression level. The equation has the form 

LogR:b(M)+a [i3 



where R the resistance Th chrne, M the peroent aci 
moature and a and h are constants. The regreion line 

rr the equation for the eanle are ahorn in figure 4. 

When e'1 Tnoiatnre tenalon a plotted on aerlog 
paner against soil moisture content, as in fi gnre 5, a 

nearly linear relationshi is observed. This is true 
for all s'i1s used in this study. Therefore, by lrear 
regression analysù3 n nathemstical epresslon of the form 

Log T b'(M) + a' t21 

may be obtained, where T is the soil noist"re tenaton in 

atmospheres, M the percent soU moIsture and 

c'natrits. 
By solvth equatIon [2J for M and hstitutr. into 

eqatlon EI] , the fo1lotng equation Is obtained? 

Log R b(Log T) + s - a'b [3] 

Equation [31 can be simplified to the finsì. form, 

R z B(Lr'-' T) + A U4] 

where A and B are constants. Therefore, with this devel- 

opment, one would ezoect a linear distribution of points 

on log-log psoer of tension versus resistance If the soil 
moisture data are converted to tension by equation [2TJ a 
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FIgure 6 øhows thia to be true tor the exmp1e, sthce the 

soll mo5.t'xe c1tc of fIgure 4 w cerverted to tensIon by 

the eqtIon in f iure 5. 

In prctioe, soil moisture percentages were con- 

verted to tension by equstlon E2J with the aprcprlste 

constants c' nd for the partIcular soil. A ragres- 

elor. equation was ther calculated for the dastrlbut!cn of 

points. By flrt converting the cita, It shows the 

eoripr1cr of equtiors for different soIls and units by 

ststlsticsl rwans. 

Further ststistiosl analysis of the data will be pre- 

sentad under RESULTS A1D LICUSICS. 
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Figure 4. Soil moisture versus resistance 
for cylindrical gypsum unit having 2- 

screen concentric electrodes in Chehalis 
(O-12 inches) soil from greenhouse study. 
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Figure 5. Soil moisture-tension curve for 
Chehalis (O-12 Inches) soil used in 

greenhouse study. 



Figure 6. Tension versus resistance for 
cylindrical gypsum unit having 2- screen 

concentric electrodes for Chehalis 
(0-12 inches) soil from greenhouse study. 

34 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

areenhouße C1ibrtion rd Comparlaan of Selected Blocke 

The sttist1ca11y computed A's nd B's for eqtion 

. 4] relat:ng resistance (corrected to 600 F) to tenBion 

are reported in table I for each kind of unit in each of 

the four soils used in the greenhouse study. The oor- 

relation ooefíiclents, number of red1ngs, and the 

variance re also presented in this t9ble to indicate the 

relibiiity of the c1cu1ted line. An anRlysis of 

varitmco of the B's in table I showed cignificant difu. 

ferenceE (1% level) eon soils, arionp units, and a 

significant interaction, soils times depth,. These 

differences will be considered more specIfically In the 

following discussion. 

The regression CUrVOS for the resistance of the 

rectangular gypsum unit with parallel electrodes as a 

function of the soil moisture tension are presented in 

figur r, be seen that the curves generally have 

the same slope for sil four soils but are dIsplaced from 

ne another, especially the Chehalis (12-24 inches). A 

test for homogeneity (35, p. 19-7) of B's across soils 

was made since B is the slope of the line. The test 

showed no significant dIfferences; therefore, It nisy be 

considered that the slopes of the regression lines 



Table I D&a a ooiabe. with the oa1ibratîon curves of units studied in the romhouso ttdy. 

soil and 
Depth Tyc Unit 

--- -- B -- A* 
No of 
ai1ee 

Correlation 
Coeffiotent 

Variance 

__ 
Chehalis Rotangu1ar ypuri unit with 2.0798 2.7539 32 0.972 OO!526 
(o-12 iehe) par1le1 e1e&rodes 

Cyllndrløal ypum unit with 2.5038 2.!352L. 26 0.939 0.07972 
parallel. eloirodes 

Cylindrioal rpei unit with 2- 2.9218 1.6995 25 0961 0.05136 
soron anoeni;ric eleotrodos 

Oolman fiberg1a unit 

Cheha1i Rcotargu1ar gjpeum unit with 
(12-2t inches) paraliì olotrodes 

Cyltndrie&1 jpsu unit with 
parallel eleotrodes 

Cylindrical gypsum unit With 2- 
oroen eonoontric electrodes 

0.9072 3.76I6 29 0.917 0.0351i.6 

1.3196 3.6109 3t. 0.950 0067314 

2.6158 2.!496 31 0.9L9 0.09872 

2.9669 i,(L6o 3] 09h0 04016 

Colman fierg1as unit 1.0013 3.8703 35 0.980 0.0i91L. 

* A ar B aro onstants for equation [LI.] 



Tablo I Oon't. Data asscìitsd with tho oalibratiou ur-os of uita Stu1d in ths r,reeLthoude study. 

So1i 
Depth Type Unit 

No. oe 
scip1os 
(n) 

CorrelaLion 
Coefficient 

(r) 

Vaioe 
(82) 

Newberg Reetanu1ar gypsum unit ,ith 2.1397 2.8L.lO 25 0,957 O.0614.9 
(0-12 inches) parallel electrodes 

y1indríca1 gypsum unit with l,8633 0.2919 18 0.866 0.2222 
parallol electrodes 

Cylindrical gypsum unit wi4;h 2- 2.50L.9 2.2692 22 ).9t49 0.07776 
screen concentric eieotodes 

fiborlas unit 

Ne'doerg Rectangular rsum unit with 
(l2-2L. inches) parallel olcotrodes 

Cylindrical rpsui unit wìbh 
parallel electrodes 

Cylindrical gypsum WIth 2- 
screen concentric electrodos 

0.8296 3.8391 2L 0.965 0.02507 

1.8763 3.03L. 21 0.9W4 0.014785 

ii.1392 0.6152 18 o.79 0.3352 

2.7662 1.8299 18 0.957 0.03508 

Colman fiberglas unit 0.53142 i4.1611 23 0.883 0.03611 





re1ting resistance o the rectangular unit arid soil 

moisture content re siniilsr for 11 soils of this study. 

Sinc' the siopos of these lines re stt5.stto11y 

the eine, we re justified in testing the A viuos for 

differences, the v1ue A beiìg a measure of the vertio*l 

di8plCemeflt of the curves. The test used here was the 

test for homo.eneity of the adjusted means (35, p. 19-15). 

rj test gave n F velue that iric1osted & signific9rit 

differexico a . ong the scijusted rnens (1% level). When 

the Che1is soi]. (12-24 inches) was omitted the level of 

sigi1ficrce chanred to the 5% level, indiotirg that 

there £tIlì eiste difference among tUe remaining 

three curves. Thus, it cannot be said that the rect- 

angular unit behaves atnillarly in ali soils, nor can a 

irgie calibration curve be used for resistance voraus 

tension in al]. aoile, 

The lines tri figuro 7 ternilnate at the lower ten- 

siens where th units become insensitive, It can be seen 

that, with the exception of the CheI.alis (12-24 inches), 

the rectangular units are sensitive onlr above one 

atmosphere cf tension. In the Cheh1ia (12-24 inches), 

ttie units ahcwed responso to íour-tenths of ar atmosphere. 

¶he curves are not carried beyond 15 atmospheres since no 

data were obtained above tLAÌS tensIcn 
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The curves for tìe cylindrical gypsum unit with 
par11e1 electrodes (unit 2 in figures ï nd 2) ro shown 

.j_n figure 8. For tkiia unit diBtinot differences (1% 

level) were noted by tno test for honogeneity of te B'B. 
Further testing snowed that the two soil types gave 

different 3's out there as no differences betveen depthe 

within a soil type. Tne A v1uea were then teated within 
the ôepths for eaci soil and there were no differences. 
Therefcrc, a pooled 1iner r*gz'e6sicn equation was cal- 
culated for each soil. The B's, A's, nd varnee 

associated with the pooled linear equation for the Chehalis 

Loil are 2.5741, 2.547, and 0.09011, reaoecti.vely. For 

the )ewberg the values re 4.4695, O.5U10, and O.277. 
Thus it may be said that the realetance of the cylind- 
neal gypsum unit with parallel electrodes reaot 

similarly to moisture chMnges through the (T-24 irch 
deptF of Chera1ia soil. The relstionshtp s constant 
also throughout the O24 inch dor,th of NewberF,, but is 
ciiferent from that for the Chohalis soll. 

Ithe differences in values for B in the regression 
equation indicates that the eor3ltivity cf the cylind- 
rica). gypsum unit with pra]lel electrodes in the 

Ciehalis was somewhat less than in the Newberg scU, 
lthouh te range of measurement of soil moisture-tension 

ws grete in the former soll than the latter. Ttie rango 



Figure 8. Greenhouse calibration curves for 
cylindrical gypsum unit with parallel 
electrodes representing the 12-Inch 

posticn in the multiple unit gypsum stakes. 
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of response in the Newber started ut three atmospheres, 

at which point much of the available water in this soil 
had been depleted. In the Chehalis the range of response 

extended upwards from 1.5 atmospheres. 

The third gypsum unit, the cylindrical gypsum unit 

with concentric electrodes, exhibited more uniformity 

across soils. The statistical test of the B's and Ats 

demonstrated no significant differences in the B values 

but there was a difference among the adjusted means (5% 

level). This difference exists between the Wewberg 

(o-12 inches) and the other three soils. However, the 

difference is small from a practical standpoint (see 

figuro 9). Therefore, a pooled regression equation for 

all four soils was calculated with B equal to 1.9472, A 

equal to 1.8599, and a variance equal to 0.08039. The 

pooled calibration curve for this cylindrical gypsum 

unit having 2-screen concentric electrodes should serve 

ir! a variety of soils with similar characteristics to 

the soils used in this study. This decided advantage is 

offset somewhat by the usable range of this unit being 

limited to tensions above two atmospheres. 

The Colman fiberglas units presented the smallest B 

values and the largest A values of any of the four units. 

Also, there were greater differences among soils and 



Figure 9. Greenhouse calibration curves for 
cylindrical gypsum unit having 2- 

screen concentric electrodes. 
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depths (see fi"ure 10). It can be seen In figure 10 that 
this unit has greater sensitivIty .t lower tensions than 
the prevtous discussed gypsum units. The fiberglas blocks 

were sensitive dowr to at least one-third of' an atmos 

phere. It should be mentioned that the data from the 
first cycle were not used in this analysis. These data 
differed from later cycles since the reslstance was always 

lower for a given tensicn value. The general reoomrnenda 

tion is to condition these units before use. For the 
Colman fiberglas blocks we can conclude that (a) serarate 
calibrations are needed for both soils and depths and 

(b) they have the advantage of greater sensit vity in the 

low tension range. 

As a practical, evaluation of the four tynos of blocks, 

a ciclation was made of the number of uni.ts of each 

type necessary to estimate the soil moisture tension with- 
in plus or minus 0.5 atmosphere at five atrncsnheres 

tension. The calculations were made using the following 

formula (44, pp. 41, 61). 

N_ 2 x104 £5] -2p2 
where N is the number of blocks needed to estimate a 

given y within a certain percentage p and 2 j the vari- 
ance. For our calculations y must be expressed in log of 
ohms, the variance is taken from table I, an9 p can be 
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chosen arbitrarily from praotic1 consîderatlons. However, 

it i.s the estirnat1n of tension rather tan resistance 
which is wanted. Therefore, y was selected to correspond 

to five atnospiieres of tension, since tnis tension is 
near the center of the aenitive range of most of the 

units. The percentage p was calculated by considering 

the rane in log of resistance associated with the range 

of 4.5 to 5 atmospheres of tension. The following 

equation was then used to calculate p: 

psy-y' xlOO 
y 

where y and y' are the log of the resistance in ohms 

corrosDonding to five and four and one half atmospheres, 

respectively. 
By substituting the calculated value of p into 

equation [53 , was osiculated for eSch tyne of unit 

used in the reenIicuse study. The results are given in 

table II. The calculated ) in this table is the number 

of units required to estimate a true mean of five at- 
mospheres within one-half of an atwsnhere approximately 

67 percent of the time. 

Less g:rpsum units are generally required than Colman 

fiberglas units, although the variance of the fiberglas 
units was less. The reason for this is that the variance 

and sensit:tvity both influence N. The Ilbergias units 



Table II. Number o' eaoh typo of unit used in the greenhouse study requIred te estimate the 
soil moisture tension at 5 atmospheres with a aoouraoy of $0.5 atrospheres. 

Solle 
Type Unit Chehalie Chehalis Newborg Newberg 

(0-12 mohos) fl2-2h mnchesi 12 lnoheeI (l2-2L ixi&ies) 

Reetanulr gypsum unit 5 10 7 7 
with parallel electrodes 

Cylindrical gypsum unit 6 7 5 9 
vïith parallel electrodes 

Cylindrical gypsum unit with 3 6 6 5 
2-screen concentric electrodes 

Colman fiberglas unit 21 9 17 6o 

-:1 



had less variance but the sensitvty was also less. The 

combination of the two results in less gypsum units re- 

quIred than fiberglas units for these experimental con- 

ditions, 

The calculated N's in table II apply only to condi 

tions similar to the greenhouse conditions of this study. 

Also, as the tensIon increases, N will also increase; 

therefore, the maximum number of units needed in an 

exoeriment may be calculated In a similar manner as above 

for the greatest allowable tension. 

Laboratory calibrations 

Although the laboratory method of calibration te 

still tri the development stage, there are indications 

that demonstrate the merits of continuing the investi- 

gation. The only unit used in the laboratory was the 

Colman fiberglas unit. Figures 11 and 12 show calibration 
curves obtained tri the laboratory for the unit in the 

Chehalis (O-12 inches) and the Newberg (O-12 inches) 

soils along with the curves obtained for the same unit 
and soil in the greenhouse. The curves obtained for this 

unit In the greenhouse were corrected to 700 F to cor- 

respond to the laboratory temperature. In both graphs it 
may be seen that the laboratory calibration has lower 

resistance values than obtained in the greenhouse but the 
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TENSION - ATMOSPHERES 

Figure 11. Comparison of greenhouse and laboratory 
calibrations for Colman fiberglas unit 

in a Chehalis (O-12 inches) soil. 
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7.' 

TENSION -ATMOSPHERES 

Figure 12. Comparison of greenhouse and laboratory 
calibrations for Colman fiberglas unit 

in a Newberg (O-12 inches) soll. 
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deviation 18 not great considering the limited amount of 
1*bortory d*ta. It Is felt that some of the deviation of 

Doints from the line could be lessened by improvement in 

the technique. The points at 1.5 atmospheres in figure 11 

and the point at 1.3 atniospheres in figure 1 were se 

cured using the porous plate apparatus. 
For comparison of variance of the laboratory data 

with that obtained in the greenhouse and given in tables 
I and II, the variance for the Ch*hslis soil was 

0.09457 while for the Newberg soil it was 0.01905. 

If this laboratory procedure can be ahown to give 

the same results as other calibration methods, it will 
bave the advantage that it can be carried out In the 

laboratory under controlled conditions in a relatively 

short time. It takes approximately two weeks to get 

resistance readings at equilIbrium for several units at 

one applied tension. 

Variability and Field Calibration of Gypsum Stakes 

In this study we were able to evaluate sanie of the 

variance among the gypsum stakes and different depths 

besides obtaining a calibration of the four units within 

the stake. V.e will first consider the behavior of the 

four different size units of the stakes and later com- 

pare the calibration method to other technIques discussed 
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in thù3 study. 

The oornorisor of the four unite within the stalce 

*re seen In ttgure 13. The data fror the regression 

equation (4J for the curves reiattn electrical 

resistances to soil moisture tensions in this figure 

re presented in table III. It ta apoarent that the be- 

havior of the 6-inch unit is significantly different 

from that of those t the other three depths. The 

curves for the units t the 12, 18, and 24-inch depths 

have generally the saio sloos, s determined by the test 

of homogeneIty for the B vslues. However, the adjusted 

moans are sIgnificantly different (1% level) among these 

three units. Each unit of the stake must, therefore, 

have its owr calibration curve. The range of the field 

curves does not extend to 15 atmospheres because of the 

wet conditions that existed during the summer of 1954, 

when the measurements were made. The field cglibratione 

ehowed a lower limit of response at aporoximately 0.8 

atmospheres. 

The variability of the units at different depths 

may be ex'ressed by N, the nuither of units necessary to 

estimate a given soil moisture-tension within given 

lirrlitg,tn table III. It can be seen that the number of 

stakes needed increases very rapidly with depth from 

five unIts at 6-inches to 19 units at 24-inches. 



The 3000fld polnt of interest In thIs study Of the 

var1bi11t' Mnd fe1d ca11brtton of gypsum BtRkes ws 
the compar1s.'n of the thatu obtìnod by the fLeic] 

technque with those from the greenhouse calibration 
studies. Wo are *ble to make this cc.mprtson si.th the 

12-inch parallel electrode unit in the rnu1tip1e unit 
gypSum stake (fture 13) with the same type un5t used in 
the greenhouse study (figure 8), although the soil depthB 

are not exactly the sanie. Figure 14 shows this compari- 

scm. The two curves appear quIte elmilar, however, the 
B values are statistically different (l level). The 

field calibration of the units exhibited greater 
responsiveness in the low tension range than In the 

greenhouse ca1ibrator. 
There are several factors that may have been 

responib1e for the differences in B values and the 

greater vnration in the field than in the greenhouse. 

Among thece are (1) dIfferences In root dIstrbution be- 

tween Alta fescue arid sweet corn, (2) differences in 

soil temperature between the field and greenhouse, and 

(3) differences in unifcrmIty of soil in the greenhouse 

pots arid in the field. Consequently, we can only say 

that for this prticu1ar calibration comparison in the 

field and greenhouse the curves are ttIstically 
different. 
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Figure 14. Comparison of fe1d nd greenhouse 
calibrations for the cylindrical gypsum unit 
with parallel electrodes representing the 12- 
inch stake in a Chehalis clay loam. 
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Tnble III. Data for field calibrations and variability study of multiple unit ypsum stakes 

in a Cohg1ie clay loam. 

Dipth of of Correlation Variance No. of' blocks - 

Units B* aarnøles CoefficIent needeì to estimate 
(inches) (n) (r) (s2) 5 atmospheres of 

tension 
(N) _________________ __________________________________ 

6 3.L595 3.06!48 111 0.671 0.1215 5 

12 2.18)4 2.8213 114.0 0.814.7 0.1017 10 

18 1.C115 2.8036 153 0.716 0.12L3 18 

2L l.373I 2,8880 166 0.718 0.114.07 19 

* Corstanta for equation [14 
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SUMUARY AND CCNCLUSICNS 

ComprIeons arid ca1.brat1ons of four different 

electrical resIstance-soil moisture measuring units were 

made with the use of greenhouse, laboratory, and field 
techniques in a Chehalis clay loam and s Newberg sandy 

loam. The four types of units were (1) rectangular 
gypsUm units with pral1e1 electrodes, (2) cylindrical 
gypsum units with parallel, circular electrodes, (3) 

cylthdrical gypsum units with 2-screen concentric elect- 
rodee, and (4) Colman units with parallel, screen elect- 
rodes se,arted by fiberglas. Data from the above 

calibrations for the various units were compared 

statistically by anlyais of covariance. 

In the greenhouse study t'ne cylthdricai gypsum unit 

with 2-screen concentric electrodes gave more nearly a 

single ca]Jbration curve for all soils than did the 

other three units, The resistances of the three gypsum 

units were sensitive to soil moisture tension changes 

from about i to 3 atmospheres at the lower limits on up- 

wards to 15 atmospheres, with the rectangular gypsum 

unit with parallel electrodes giving the lowest limits. 
The Colman fiberglas unit was more sensitive than the 

gypsum mits in the lo»er tenston ranges. Generally, 

nre fiberglas units arc necessary than gypsum blocks to 



[4] 

measure a given sol]. moisturetension. 
The laborttory procedure developed shows pronise sud 

is worthy cl' further investigationi. Comoarisoris were 

made with the Co1ian fiberglas un.ts in the greenhouse 

studie s. 

Field calibrations showed that a difference existed 

among the four units in the gypsum stakes. The vari 
ability cl' the stakes increased with depth. Comparison 

of the field and greenhouse calibratIon curves for the 

cylindrical gypsum unit with parallel electrodes showed 

a statIstical difference, although they appear qu5te 

s imilar. 

This study so far i& inadequate to conclude that the 

iaboratcrj or greenhouse methods may or may not be used 

to obtaIn calIbration curves for field use. Field 

calibrations still remain, to the best or our pres6rt 

Ioiowledge, as the calibration to be trusted because it 
duplicates the conditIons under which these blocks are 

most cotimoniy used in research investigations. The study 

has helped to amplIfy the need for knowing the funda- 

mental behavior of these moisture measuring devices for 

proper Interpretaticu of reaults. Research studies still 
in progress may add to our present rnowiodge in the next 

few years. 
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Figure 16. Soil moisture-tension curves for 
Chehlis soil used in field c9librtions. 
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Table IV. The constants for equation [2 and number of 
measirement for ourves in fiures 15 and 16. 

Soil Depth No. of 

(mohos) B A sap1es 

Chehalis 0-1.2 -0.1213 2.93!7 17 

12-2J4 -3.1037 2.9l71. 13 

Newborg 0-12 -O.l714. 2.8031 15 

12-2Z4. O.29149 3.,137 1.7 

Chha1is 3-9 -0.1190 2.60146 148 

9-15 -0.11142 2.9205 1414. 

15-21 -0.1122 3.01439 148 

21-27 -0.1132 3.19314 


